PHS 398/2590 OTHER SUPPORT

Provide active support for all key personnel. Other Support includes all financial resources, whether Federal, non-Federal, commercial or institutional, available in direct support of an individual’s research endeavors, including but not limited to research grants, cooperative agreements, contracts, and/or institutional awards. Training awards, prizes, or gifts do not need to be included.

There is no “form page” for other support. Information on other support should be provided in the format shown below, using continuation pages as necessary. Include the principal investigator’s name at the top and number consecutively with the rest of the application. The sample below is intended to provide guidance regarding the type and extent of information requested.

For instructions and information pertaining to the use of and policy for other support, see Other Support in the PHS 398 Part III, Policies, Assurances, Definitions, and Other Information.

Note effort devoted to projects must now be measured using person months. Indicate calendar, academic, and/or summer months associated with each project.

Sample-KL2

YOUR NAME HERE

ACTIVE

1 KL2 TR001080 (Sokol, Ronald J.) 5/1/2017 – 4/30/2018 0.00 calendar
    NIH/NCATS $534,010
    Colorado Clinical Translational Sciences Institute

The program incorporates a broad reaching intra and inter-institutional comprehensive program to enhance clinical and translational research and science, training of clinical and translational scientists, and collaboration with the communities of the state of Colorado and the surrounding region.

OVERLAP: None